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Kaley Cuoco admits 
to having some work 
done — and unlike 

most of her Hollywood coun-
terparts, she’s managed to 
avoid overdoing it. For start-
ers, the Big Bang Theory ac-
tress, 31, readily admits to a 
nose job. “It’s subtly differ-
ent,” says dermatologic sur-
geon Dr. David Amron, who 
has not treated Kaley. “Be-
fore, the upper part of her nose 
had a much flatter bridge.” 
Dr. Amron also points out 
the marked improvement in  
Kaley’s complexion. “She had 
quite a bit of rosacea and red-
ness before, and that has been 
greatly reduced,” he says, add-
ing that laser treatments are a 
very effective tool for smooth-
ing out skin. Something else 
Kaley cops to? Filler — in her 

neck. “I had [it] for a line in my 
neck I’ve had since I was 12,” she 
admits. Dr. Lyle Back, a plas-
tic surgeon who also does not 
treat the star, suspects she’s had 
it elsewhere, too. “Mostly in the 
cheeks,” he says. “They are full-
er, higher and rounder. Her lips 
are also more pouty than be-
fore.” He also sees signs of Botox. 
“No crow’s-feet,” he remarks. 
“She looks well-rested.” Not to 
mention gorgeous. “As much as 
you want to love your inner self, 
you also want to look good,” as-
serts the funny lady of why she’s 
opted to go under the knife (and 
needle). “If it makes you feel con-
fident, that’s amazing!” 

Kaley’s Bangin’ Changes 
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“I believe she is a very 
satisfied Botox customer,” 
says dr. Back, adding that 
regular treatments (every 
three to four months) cost 

$500 to $750 a pop. 
Total cost: $2,000 to 

$3,000 a year.
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rhinoplasty — a 
procedure that can cost 

“anywhere between 
$10,000 and $15,000,” 
according to dr. amron — 

explains the changes 
to Kaley’s nose.

“Her filler is 
very natural.”  

— Dr. Lyle Back 
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While makeup 

can help camouflage 
chronic redness, multiple 
laser treatments would be 
most effective. dr. amron 
suspects Kaley opted for 

the latter, which cost 
$400 per visit.
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KnifestyLes of the riCh & famous

cheeKs
filler treatments, 

which dr. Back suspects 
are responsible for giving 
some “lift” to Kaley’s face, 

need to be touched up about 
every six months and cost 

around $3,000  
each time.


